Music

PRESENTS

UTEP Lab Band

Directed by:
Don Wilkinson
Erik Unsworth

Special Performance by:
Faculty Jazz Quintet

Wednesday, February 25, 2009
Fox Fine Arts Recital Hall
7:30 PM
Program

Lab Band

Cut to the Chase --------------------------------- Doug Beach

Tangerine------------------------------------- Johnny Mercer
Arr. Sammy Nestico

Georgia on My Mind ------------------------- Stuart Gorrell and Hoagy Carmichael
Arr. John Clayton

Lab Band Combo - Program to be announced

Take the “A” Train --------------------------- Billy Strayhorn
Arr. Sammy Nestico

Good Bye Pork Pie Hat ----------------------- Charles Mingus
Arr. Sy Johnson

Sugar Buzz ----------------------------------- Denis DiBlasio

UTEP Faculty Jazz Combo
  Curt Warren, Guitar
  Don Wilkinson, Saxophone
  Ruben Gutierrez, Piano
  Erik Unsworth, Bass
  Demetrius Williams, Drums
Personnel

Lab Band

Saxophones
Carlos Colon, Alto
Wesley Hovis, Alto
Abel Mireles, Tenor
Pablo Berumen, Tenor
Ricky Vilardell, Baritone

Trumpets
Steve Hernandez
Mike Frisbey
Matthew Sanchez
Matthew Nava
Megan Valle

Trombones
Miguel Herrera
Brian Chapman
Jonah Bahta
Alicia Yñiguez

Rhythm section
Michael Martinez, Piano
Daniel Contreras, Guitar
Hector Olea, Bass
Eleni Droutas, Bass
Justin Conrow, Drums